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The Orangeville BIA (OBIA) was created in 1978, in an era when traditional 

downtowns began to struggle to compete against malls and plazas.  The OBIA was 

founded with the primary goal of bringing independent business owners together to 

build a stronger downtown commercial area and based on the belief that together 

we can accomplish more than we can alone.

Expanding its boundaries over the decades, the OBIA now incorporates over 150 

properties and 250 businesses with a mandate to make improvements within the 

Area. These improvements include:

• Beautification
• General infrastructure improvements and upgrades
• Management of promotions, events and marketing
• Advocating on behalf of the interests of the business 

improvement area
• Undertaking strategic planning (as necessary)

The OBIA’s approach to its work is based on a deep-seated respect for 

Downtown Orangeville’s heritage, a forward-thinking approach to building 

and sustaining a healthy local economy, and the firm belief that working 

together is the key to the Area’s success. 
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Who We Are



what we

The 2017 -2020 Strategic Plan focused on creating a stronger 
Downtown through investment in resources to create efficiencies, 
improve member engagement, and elevate Downtown Orangeville’s 
marketing product. Highlights of the accomplishments follow:

Key Initiatives

1. Created an authentic Downtown Orangeville ‘brand’ 
supported by flexible events, programming and initiatives

2. Strengthened our organizational structure through 
reallocation of staff responsibilities

3. Invested in high value seasonal displays and placemaking

4. Supported & engaged members throughout the pandemic and 
downtown construction projects

5. Worked with stakeholders to maximize effectiveness, extend 
marketing reach, and improve communication

Accomplished



In March 2020, our world changed with the onslaught of the global pandemic. 

Mandated COVID closures resulted in businesses closing to the public on and off 

over the following two years. Businesses adapted, with retailers offering curbside 

pickup; restaurants shifting to take out; services switching to online support; 

active lifestyle and arts businesses pivoting to online classes and performances; 

and personal care providers hunkering down until they could resume services. The 

OBIA aligned its marketing to support the ever-changing situation and reimagined 

programming to keep people connected while working within the confines of public 

health rules.

Downtown Orangeville not only survived the pandemic; with a zero-vacancy rate 

at the tail end, it enjoys an enviable situation shared by very few downtowns 

today. This was made possible by Orangeville’s  incredible “support local”  

community, the sheer tenacity and determination of our small business owners, a 

cooperative spirit, and a creative and adaptive approach to turning challenges into 

opportunities.

The Broadway Bricks sidewalk reconstruction was a necessary, dusty disruption 

which created challenges for downtown businesses, pedestrians and vehicles 

for several months.  Patience was rewarded with smooth sidewalks, improved 

accessibility, leafy boulevard trees, more seating, and new placemaking areas that 

will make Downtown Orangeville a more welcoming place to visit.

The OBIA board and team is focused on continuing its work to support a  strong 

downtown community today and tomorrow.

to Regroup
the need



Guided by our vision and grounded in our core values, the OBIA’s commitment is 

to serve; to lead; and together with our members, build and support a resilient, 

prosperous downtown. Crafted by a committed team that includes OBIA Board 

Members and staff, this Plan is based upon a strong foundation, practical 

experience, and an optimism that looks forward to a future-ready downtown.

Focus 2026, our new plan, strongly promotes collaboration and participation. 

United we stand. When we have strong businesses thriving in a deeply connected, 

aligned community, we can and will achieve our Vision.

To develop a future-ready, connected downtown, The OBIA will focus on five major 

areas or strategic pillars:

1. CUSTOMER ATTRACTION: Attract ideal target markets 

2. MEMBER ENGAGEMENT: Work together to grow smarter

3. BEAUTIFIED SPACE: Enhance our award-winning streetscape

4. STAKEHOLDER ALIGNMENT: Collaborate with shared purpose

5. ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS: Sustainable growth by design

Focus 2026 will guide our work over the next three years. As a living document, this Plan is 

flexible and will reflect changes in our work environment. 

A New Plan



Strategic planning is the process of defining a strategy or setting a direction 

and making decisions that effectively allocate resources (i.e. time/effort, 

money, people) to pursue this strategy. 

The OBIA Board and staff team committed time and resources to collaborate 

on the development of a 3-Year Strategic Plan that reflected on the past with 

a collective experience, assessed the present through varied expertise, and 

actively planned for the future with an optimistic yet realistic approach to 

decision-making.

The Orangeville BIA Strategic Planning Process included 5 key phases: 

• Diagnose for Clarity – Where we are now

• Strategic Foundation for Alignment – Where we want to be

• Analysis Tools to Prioritize – What we need or need to change

• Planning Tools for Focus – How we will get there

• Tracking to Monitor Progress – How we will stay on track

OBIA Strategic Planning Process

This process shaped the plan and priorities. 



Trends and cultural shifts that are influencing downtowns and specifically
Downtown Orangeville were identified: 

Café Culture 
An anticipated demand to create a more robust café culture that is fueled by a 
growing, local, creative class and key demographics (18-32 and aging Boomers) 
keen to live in  walkable community with easy access to amenities and easy social 
connections.  Downtown Orangeville is an attractive place to live and work, 
especially with the increase in remote and hybrid employment, an expanding gig 
economy, and new, mixed-use housing/commercial developments on the horizon.

Disruptive Change
Disruptive Change can spur productive advancement when organizations prepare 
and adapt.  Multi-generational living, 4-day work weeks, and a fundamental shift 
from a vehicle-dependent culture to a one dependent on electric vehicles, ride 
shares, transit expansion, improved walkability and cycling infrastructure will create 
opportunities for savvy organizations and businesses that embrace change. 

Economic Reality
Global health issues impact consumer behaviour and have drastic, long-term effects on 
the world economy; two truths that were top of mind as this plan was drafted. Inflation 
pressures, recession threats, rising interest rates, supply chain issues, and workforce 
shortages may have long term impacts on new, local developments, commercial vacancy 
rates, and the over-all health of the community. Fiscal pressures to increase revenues, cut 
deliverables or slash costs are universal challenges, and the OBIA is no exception. Recent 
experience dictates a continued need for flexibility to allow for the ongoing reassessment of 
operations and reallocation of resources as situations warrant.

What Matters Now
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When people reflect on Downtown Orangeville, 
we want them to think of:

Arts, Food, and Entertainment - To be renowned as the destination 

for locals and visitors (day-trippers and short-stay tourists) to experience 

and enjoy often. Art is in everything we do, including the delicious food on your 

plate, artful store windows, enchanting and surprising public art, lively music 

on our stages and streets, and the engaging storytelling performed at Theatre 

Orangeville. 

Hospitality – A feeling of genuine welcome, inclusivity, and sense of 

belonging, even when far from home.  Hidden gems and creative surprises 

deepen your experience and captivate minds. A stroll through our streets is 

both relaxing and uplifting; filled with the authentic sights, sounds and aromas 

of a warm, welcoming, increasingly diverse, and creative community.

Heritage plus – With big town tastes and sounds wrapped up in the 

quintessential, small-town charm of yesteryear, Downtown Orangeville is 

Dufferin County’s most delightful destination.

The Downtown We Want



To build the Downtown we want, we need a strong and vital BIA. With
scarce resources we need to make wise decisions that will benefit
Downtown today and tomorrow.  

To achieve this, we commit to:  

Building on our Strengths – Welcoming locals, newcomers and 
tourists alike to experience all the delights of Downtown Orangeville.

Improving our Capacity and Capabilities – Investment in the 
expertise, structure, and systems required to take our BIA to the next 
level.

Empowering our Members – Engaging and supporting our members to 
foster their growth and prosperity.

Working Smarter – Building and maintaining strong relationships with 
partners and stakeholders to create synergy and momentum for greater 
results.

Being Future Ready – Fostering a beautiful heritage environment while 
embracing appropriate shifts and trends that will actively shape our downtown 
and continue to attract businesses, residents, and visitors.

The BIA We Want
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Our Mission
Our raison d’être – reason to be

To support our members by contributing to the economic, 

cultural and social wellbeing of our community.

Our Vision
The future we will create

To be a must-visit arts, entertainment, and culinary short-

stay destination that exudes authentic, small-town charm 

with big town tastes.

Our Values
Our guide to decision-making and behaviour 

Collaboration 
“Working together to achieve our Vision through leadership, 
teamwork, engagement, and collaboration.” 

Purposefulness
“Focusing on the right things to achieve sustainable growth.”
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Strategic Pillars:
To achieve our Vision, 

the plan focuses on 

five strategic pillars. 

These directions are 

interdependent—

recognizing the 

achievement of objectives 

or goals in one area 

strengthens our capacity 

to achieve objectives or 

goals in another area.

Customer 
Attraction

Attract ideal target 
markets 

Member 
Engagement

Work together to 
grow smarter

Beautified
Space

Enhance our award-
winning streetscape

Stakeholder
Alignment

Collaborate with
shared purpose

Organizational
Effectiveness

Sustainable growth
by design



Customer Attraction Key Strategies Customer Attraction Priorities

1. Improve the impact of events by aligning with our brand 
promise, finding the right balance between large and 
smaller events, and optimizing opportunities.

1 a)

1 b)
1 c)
1 d)
1 e)

Return focus to in-person events, small activations, and high-value promotions. Promote 
early to maximize member participation and attract customers.
Increase animation in the streets with local performers and entertainers. 
Reimagine/develop new events (ie. Tree Lighting, new Friday Taste event).
Resolve insurance challenges.
Plan and budget for “post COVID” realities – increased entertainment costs, supply chain 
delays/shortages, workforce shortages.

2. Implement and leverage our new brand. 2 a)
2 b)
2 c)
2 d)
2 e)

Update all digital and traditional marketing assets.
Follow brand guidelines and assign a brand auditor to review all materials for compliance.
Use criteria developed for Social Media to maximize impact.
Invest in quality photography to support our brand.
Ensure ongoing quality of in-house photos for social media engagement.

3. Develop an Annual Marketing Plan that supports the 
brand, improves focus, and optimizes resource 
allocation.

3 a)
3 b)
3 c)

3 d)
3 e)
3 f)

Leverage social media metrics to focus on platforms with highest engagement.
Assess value and costs of adding Tik Tok as a channel for further growth.
Engage customers and promote visiting downtown more often through public newsletters, 
a trip planner, and member profiles/stories.
Support signage improvements to attract tourists.
Determine viability of billboard advertising.
Assess promotions/advertisement ROI, note conclusions, and implement improvements.

4. Review and improve “Downtown Dollars” gift
certificate program. 

4 a)
4 b)
4 c)

Conduct an analysis of current program including hours to implement.
Conduct research on gift card program's participation metrics with comparable BIAs.
Recommend solutions and identify, plan, budget and develop timelines.
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Customer Attraction

To bring the ideal target markets downtown
By 2026 we want:
To be known as a must-visit arts, entertainment, and culinary short-stay destination that 
exudes authentic, small-town charm with big town tastes.
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Member Engagement Key Strategies Member Engagement Priorities

1. Develop business sector-specific Task Forces. 1 a)

1 b)

1 c)

Create quarterly meetings for business types including restaurants, retailers, 
professional services, personal services, arts, etc.
Develop a protocol/approach to summarize, prioritize and communicate 
findings.
Review and assess annually to determine what is working and what to 
improve to ensure relevance and accelerate engagement.

2. Educate members to make a greater impact and support 
mutually beneficial outcomes which align with the brand.

2 a)

2 b)

Develop a strategy to encourage consistent hours by sharing success stories 
and Environics data (if available).
Communicate the new brand's use guidelines/best practices to maximize 
exposure and recognition while maintaining brand integrity.

3. Continue to engage members through allocated resources 
and roles.

3 a)
3 b)

3 c)
3 d)

Identify and leverage preferred communication channels for businesses.
When feasible, use multiple touch points for maximum impact (email, in-
person, phone, directed social media).
Recruit diverse representation for the Board and task forces.
Encourage businesses to participate in attraction/recruitment of destination 
retailers (i.e. boutique retailers) for mutual benefit.

Member Engagement

Work together to grow smarter
By 2026 we want:

To have an engaged member network that collaborates and participates for more 
effective results and growth 



Beautified Space Key Strategies Beautified Unique Space Priorities

1. Advocate and work with the Town for support on key, 
mutually beneficial improvements.

1 a)

1 b)

Advocate for updating heritage standards to allow for more 
colourful/artistic non-permanent elements.
Advocate for gathering spaces and Alexandra Park as an event venue.

2. Improve the physical elements of the visitor experience to
support the brand promise of a delightful downtown.

2 a)
2 b)
2 c)
2 d)

Test seasonal pedestrian days to promote walkability.
Work with Town for median beautification.
Continuation of mural program with low maintenance application methods.
Continue investing in seasonal and special occasion decorations (purchase in 
advance for wholesale pricing and to avoid supply chain issues).

3.    Continue to assess parking to ensure needs are met. 3 a)
3 b)

Participate in parking solution for future 82-90 Broadway development.
Explore all opportunities with potential to improve parking in the core.

4. Leverage special occasions for improved visitor and
member engagement.

4 a)

4 b)
4 c)

Ensure seasonal and event décor (ie. Taste of Orangeville Instagram 
backdrop) is fully leveraged.
Proactively explore low/no cost Blues & Jazz member engagement ideas.
Encourage member participation and promotion of seasonal 
window decorating contests.
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Beautified Space

Enhance our award-winning Streetscape
By 2026 we want:
To have a beautiful, more accessible, pedestrian friendly, connected downtown
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Stakeholder Alignment
Collaborate with shared purpose
By 2026 we want:

To maximize our effectiveness and improve the visitor experience by successfully 
building and leveraging stakeholder partnerships. 

Stakeholder Alignment Key Strategies Stakeholder Alignment Priorities

1. Support/advocate/explore grant opportunities for 
enhancements and improvements to Downtown

1 a)

1 b)

1 c)

2 d)

Advocate for a permanent Market and Art Centre facility to support 
continued growth.
Continue using Alexandra Park for events and advocate for improvements 
to better support the community.
Communicate Town property improvement grant opportunities to 
businesses and property owners.
Advocate for accessible downtown public washrooms.

2. Work with community partners to expand reach and provide 
an improved visitor experience.

2 a)

2 b)

2 c)

2 d)

2 e)

2 f)

Develop/promote itineraries/tours in partnership with Tourism to attract 
short stay visitors.
Maximize positive impact of the Blues & Jazz Festival for members and 
visitors.
Draft annual partnership plans with Library & Tourism for more 
efficient annual planning,  greater impact, and extended reach.
Participate in and support community partner initiatives that impact 
Downtown Orangeville.
Monitor pedestrian foot traffic to measure impact of events, new 
developments, etc.
Develop creative projects with Theatre Orangeville for a win/win/win.

3. Focus on recruiting “destination retailers” (i.e. boutique 
retailers, women and men’s clothing, shoes) to attract and 
improve visitor experience.

3 a)

3 b)

Work with Economic Development & SBEC and leverage support to help 
attract destination retailers and communicate with property owners to 
highlight the long-term importance of renting to anchor tenants.
Connect with OBIAA and other “leading” BIAs to develop attraction 
strategies.
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Organizational Effectiveness

Sustainable growth by design
By 2026 we want:

To have systems, processes, tools and templates in place that maximize resources 
(time, people, money), streamline operations, and improve effectiveness.

Organizational Effectiveness Key Strategies Organizational Effectiveness Priorities

1. Develop Annual Work Plan and Calendar. 1 a)

1 b)

1 c)

1 d)

Identify annual priorities with clarity on staff member responsibilities. Use 
template or online project tracking tool so it can be edited and redeveloped 
annually.
Use Value Analysis tool post initiative and for new initiative concepts to 
assess return on investment (in terms of both dollars and time).
Review Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  considering ability and resources 
required to track progress  and to determine reporting frequency.
Develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to ensure consistency 
and aid staff in performing tasks.

2. Streamline budget approval policy/guidelines. 2 a) Streamline the process for minor changes to save time/effort with Board 
and management.

3. Develop Staff/Team Plan. 3 a)
3 b)
3 c)

Review, develop and document roles and responsibilities.
Cross train staff to accommodate holidays and leaves (i.e. maternity).
Engage in long-term budget planning to ensure adequate funding for key 
roles and deliverables.



Downtown Matters…

Focus 2026 will guide our direction and lead the 

way to developing a future ready Downtown that 

supports our community.

“Universally downtown is the economic engine and 

the core (or heart) of every community. It tells us 

who we are, who we were, and how the past has 

shaped us. It defines our culture and identity. 

There are also tangible benefits; it protects 

and strengthens our existing tax base, increase 

sales and returns revenue to the community, 

creates a positive community image, attracts 

new businesses, creates new jobs, and preserves 

historic architectural resources.”

Alliance Main Street
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Orangeville BIA Focus 2026 Strategy Road Map

Collaboration - “Working together to achieve our Vision through leadership, teamwork, 
engagement, and collaboration.” 

Purposefulness - “Focusing on the right things to achieve sustainable growth”

To support our members by contributing to the economic, cultural and social wellbeing of 
our community

To be a must-visit arts, entertainment and culinary short stay destination that exudes small 
town charm with big town taste

Vision:

Mission:

Values:

Customer 
Attraction

Member
Engagement

Beautified
Space

Stakeholder
Alignment

Bring target 
markets 

downtown

Work together 
to grow 
smarter

Enhance our 
award-winning 

streetscape

Collaborate 
with shared 

purpose

Sustainable 
growth by 

design

Align marketing 
and programming 

to support  the 
brand promise – 

Downtown 
is a creative, artful 

entertaining, 
playful, and 

welcoming place

Improve 
member 

participation and 
collaboration 

rates for more 
effective results 

and growth 

Improve the 
physical elements 

of the visitor 
experience which 

support the 
brand promise 
of a delightful 

downtown

Maximize 
effectiveness & 
improve visitor 

experience 
by leveraging 
stakeholder 
partnerships

Develop 
processes & 

tools to maximize 
resources, 
streamline 
operations, 
and improve 

effectiveness

Organizational
Effectiveness

Strategic Themes: To unite and connect through
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The Orangeville BIA extends its sincere thanks to the 

individuals who helped craft this Strategic Plan. Downtown 

Orangeville is a more welcoming place  because of their 

efforts and commitment to our community.

Mike Beattie
Troy Brett
Julie Thurgood
Heather Hochmeister
Rodney Hough
David Nairn
Councillor Debbie Sherwood
Nicole Moniz

Alison Scheel
Cara Ware
Julia Grys
Gary Skinn
Eve Prestie

Shelley McQuade

Consultant

OBIA Staff Team

OBIA Board of Management, 2022

Chair
Vice Chair
Treasure
Director
Director
Director
Town Representative
Ex Officio

General Manager
Administrator
Marketing Specialist
Market Coordinator
Member Ambassador

Cypress Strategies



T. 519.942.0087    E. info@downtownorangeville.ca   W. downtownorangeville.ca

10 First Street  •  Orangeville, ON  •  L9W 2C4


